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Concrete Countertops

Kitchens & More

It’s never too late to make the right call.

Let me cover this one subject. Remember when mom or dad was
making candy from sugar and /or brown sugar? You tried to help or
copy what they did. You use exactly the same ingredients yet your
candy turned out so hard you couldn’t eat it with steel teeth. That’s
when you found out that you have to pay close attention to when you
mix certain ingredients and what you mix them in and whether the
ingredients were warm, hot or cold, how long you mixed them, how

*INSIDE* Private information on How to Make Your
own Styro-Foam Edge Forms with Edge Profiles.
hot to cook it and how long to cook it, and how long to let it set. Oh
man, for some people they decided not to make anything that has to
do with mixing, blending and batching in their business. However for

Purchase our How Make your own
Countertop Mix and make your own
quality products .

others, it’s intriguing and so interesting that they use it in
everything they do. So, with all of this in mind we think,
“concrete”. Cement mixes and concrete designs. How
long was it cooked? Or how hot was it cooked.?
What technique was used? It will all get hard,
but what will the characteristics be? Color,
texture, strength, integrity, weight and
flexibility.

Concrete Countertops are sweeping
the states and replacing granite and
quartz every day.
Research & Development are daily
activities at the production location of
Inspired Technology.

Family luncheon
Scheduled for Sept. 20 t h

Spotlight
I visited the retail location of one of
the distributors of “I.T.” products and
the technician didn’t try and sell me
anything. He was so knowledgeable
& helpful with my questions.
Steve Haines

My countertops are beautiful. I’m glad
I decided to install concrete
countertops in my new home. The
installers from

“I.T.” were so

professional and courteous.
Marilyn Deal

Top 4 Products of the Month !

1. Counter Mix. A time tested well engineered blend of Portland,
natural sands and proprietary ingredients designed to reach psi
strengths at over 10,000 .

2. Slurry: A colored powder mixture of binders and smooth
calcium products designed to fill voids and holes in concrete.

3. Styro-Forms: Designed styrofoam edge forms for
countertops that have the edge profiles like the ogee,
bull nose and bevel edges.
4. Mini-Fiber. In a one gallon container a fine selection of
mini fibers for the addition to counter mix for extra strength
over large voided areas.

New

Concrete Countertop
Styro-Foam Forms

I have created several concrete

Stores. They sell stucco, stucco tools,

countertops, furniture and other items
relating to them. I have used many
different types of edge forms and

fiber mesh and naturally, Styro-Foam
Sheets. It comes in 1/2, 1, 1 1/2, and 2
inch thicknesses. They bag it in 2 x 4

frames. From the plastic extrusions by
Buddy Rhodes to Melamine. I used
styro foam for my sink cut-outs. I have
used styrofoam forms for pool

sheets and usually 10 or more sheets in
a bag The thickness will determine how
many.sheets you get. I met with the
supplier and he told me just bring him a

coping. I learned how to bend it

piece of plywood cut with the profile

without breaking it. One day I started
using it to frame my countertops. I

edge I want at the thickness I want and
he would do it for free if I would buy my

perfected it and now thats all I use.
The heck with all that other fancy

styrofoam from him. Well, thats over
200 four foot edge forms for only the

cutting. First let me cover how to get it
really cheap. In several cities around

cost of the product which was around
$60 for the whole bag.

Fireplaces are the focal point
of any den. They can include a
mantle and / or a hearth. They
can be made to have a
modern look as well as the old
world antique appearance.

the usa there are Stucco Supply
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Then I met with the styrofoam manufacturer, and he told me he would do
It too. You can coat it or use packaging tape over it for a smooth surface.
You can just buy the bag and do it yourself. Or just cut straight 2 inch strips
For edge forms. **Note** When attaching the styro forms, use roofing
Plastic caps with your screws. They hold the styro forms in place better.
They are the only thing I use now.
Then make a curve like edges and cutouts.
Take a 1 or 2 inch strip of strofoam form. Get some filament tape (the kind
With strings in it). Place the tape on the outside curve of the styrofoam
Before trying to bend it. Then you should be able to wrap it around your
Leg without the first break. Its amazing how it works.
Want a natural stone edge? Take your hand and break the edge with your
Hand making it very jagged. Cover it with tape and pour your top up to it.
It will create an awesome natural stone edge for pennies. I did ask how
much they paid for the machine that cut the styrofoam. They told me only
$1100. It was only some bent pipes and tubing with a Hot Wire attached.
Not much to it.

Now an outside kitchen can
take on the look of a country
inn grill or a lake side cottage
with that peaceful quite
mesquite appearance.

Bathroom surrounds have
been an issue for quite some
time. Vanities, showers, tubs
and floors can finally become
available and affordable.

Some contractors are making
tables, benches planters and
so many more items. Truly the
sky is the limit with I. T. ‘S
product line.
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Done with our NPN product. No Polishing or sealer
Hallway Counter Kirby @ Germantown

Outdoor Kitchen, Eads

Outdoor Kitchen, Fireplace, Eads

Hearth, Uprights, Mantle, Crossbeam, T.V.
Surround. Kirby Pkwy @ Humphreys Blvd.

Kitchen Countertop Marion, Ark.

Kitchen Countertop near Bolivar @ Lake Estates

Black with gray veins. Black sink and
Round cutout & cover for disposal.

Kitchen Countertops waiting for installation

Wine & Universe Vanity with backsplash

Custom Design Interlocking Fireplace for one
Person assembly
Black Superman Concrete Mask

Thank You for your consideration.

Johnny

